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introduction

Shortly before his death Wesley Mitchell put in my care the
completed parts of the "progress report" he was preparing on
his long and elaborate investigation of "what happens during
business cycles". This book is substantially the document he
left behind. I have felt free to make numerous changes of de-
tail, but I have not interfered with the design, nor attempted to
complete the narrative. The work of a major scientist, even if
not half done, deserves a life of its own, unencumbered by the
hand or voice of another. So it is especially when, as in the
present case, the fragment has well defined contours, balance,
and direction. But for the guidance of students who may take
up the book for the first time, I shall put down a few remarks
about Mitchell's objectives and what he accomplished.

I

Business cycles are not merely fluctuations in aggregate eco-
nomic activity. The critical feature that distinguishes them
from the commercial convulsions of earlier centuries or from
the seasonal and other short-term variations of our own age
is that the fluctuations are widely diffused over the economy—
its industry, its commercial dealings, and its tangles of finance.
The economy of the western world is a system of closely inter-
related parts. He who would understand business cycles must
master the workings of an economic system organized largely
in a network of free enterprises searching for profit. The prob-
lem of how business cycles come about is therefore inseparable
from the problem of how a capitalist economy functions.

This conception governs Mitchell's posthumous book, as it
does his earlier writings. Mitchell was not content to focus
analysis on the fluctuations of one or two great variables, such

vii



Viii INTRODUCTION

as production or employment. His concern was with business
cycles and he therefore sought to interpret the system of busi-
ness as a whole—the formation of firms and their disappearance,
prices as well as output, the employment of labor and other
resources, the flow of incomes to and from the public, costs and
profits, savings and investments, the merchandising of securi-
ties as well as commodities, the money supply, its turnover, and
the fiscal operations of government. Not only that, but he
sought to penetrate the facade of business aggregates and trace
the detailed processes—psychological, institutional, and tech-
nological—by which they are fashioned and linked together.

Thus Mitchell took as his scientific province a terrain as far-
flung and intricate as Walras' and Marshall's. But he explored
more fully than his predecessors the obstacles to the mutual
adjustment of economic quantities in a disturbed environment.
"Time . . is the centre of the chief difficulty of almost every
economic problem." 'Pursuing this Marshallian theme through
uncharted jungles of statistics, Mitchell detected systematic
differences in the rates of movement of economic variables,
and arrived at an early stage of his scientific work at the con-
ception that our economic system of interdependent parts
generates a cyclical path instead of moving toward an equilib-
rium position. This fateful twist aside, Mitchell's economic out-
look was thoroughly Marshallian. Had he lived to finish this
book, he would have inscribed on its title page Marshall's
motto: "The many in the one, the one in the many."

The hypothesis that each stage of the business situation tends
to develop out of the preceding stage and to grow into the
next in a cyclical pattern poses two major questions: Does
economic life actually proceed in recurrent fluctuations hav-
ing similar characteristics? If so, by what processes are con-
tinuous and repetitive movements of this character brought
about? In a search for definite and dependable answers, Mit-
chell examined "facts on a wholesale scale", as had Darwin
before him in a related field, and Lyell before Darwin. "My
success as a man of science", wrote Darwin, "has been deter-

Alfred Marshall, Preface to the first edition of his Principles.
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mined. . . by complex and diversified mental qualities and con-
ditions. Of these, the most important have been—the love of
science—unbounded patience in long reflecting over any sub-
ject—industry in observing and collecting facts—and a fair
share of invention as well as of common sense."2 These, too,
were the sources of Mitchell's scientific strength. In his quarto
on Business Cycles, published in 1913, he anchored a theory of
fluctuations to an array of empirical observations unprece-
dentedly full for its time. But Mitchell was not content with
this achievement. World War I had ushered in a new era of
economic statistics, able theorists were elaborating new hy-
potheses, and statistical analysts were rapidly fashioning new
devices for disentangling economic movements. Eager to ex-
ploit the new materials for research, Mitchell launched in 1922
a fresh investigation of business cycles.

II

The science of economic fluctuations is only beginning to pass
into an inductive stage. Even today the descriptions of busi-
ness cycles by economists often resemble the descriptions of
plant life by writers of antiquity, who commonly relied on
"casual observations, no experiments and much speculative
thinking".8 If later botanists often "could not identify the
plants by the descriptions", so it has also been in economics.
As long as investigators worked by themselves, they could not
very well "collect the masses of raw data pertinent to the study
of cyclical behavior, segregate the cyclical components from
movements of other sorts, and assemble the findings to form a
realistic model of business cycles by which explanations could
be judged".4 In recent decades the organization of scientific

'Charles Darwin, "Autobiography", in Life and Letters, edited by Francis
Darwin (D. Appleton & Co., 1888), Vol. I, pp. 68, 85-6.
8 William Crocker, "Botany of the Future", Science, Oct. 28, 1938, pp. 387,
388.

4Mitchell, infra, p. 4. All other page references, unless otherwise indicated.
are to the text.
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institutes has greatly enlarged the possibilities of empirical
research in economics. Mitchell made the most of the oppor-
tunity afforded by the resources of the National Bureau. Tak-
ing his own and others' explanations of business cycles as
"guides to research, not objects of research" (p. 5), he delved
deeply into the facts of cyclical behavior and the relationships
among them. The wish to contribute to economic policy was
strong in Mitchell. Stronger still was his conviction that intelli-
gent control of business cycles depends upon sound theoretical
understanding, which requires tolerably full and accurate
knowledge of what the business cycles of experience have been
like.

Business Cycles: The Problem and its Setting, the first major
instalment of Mitchell's investigation, was published in 1927.
The second appeared in 1946 under the title Measuring Busi-
ness Cycles. In the meantime numerous studies of special
aspects of cyclical fluctuations were prepared by the Bureau's
staff, and a small group was steadily engaged in analyzing the
cyclical behavior of economic processes.5 It was Mitchell's
hope to integrate the findings of his collaborators with his
own and other investigators' results; that is, to develop a model
of business cycles from carefully screened observations, to use
it in explaining how the cycles of experience are typically
propagated, and then press on to account for the outstanding
differences among them.6 But he would have fallen short of
the, goal even if he had lived to complete the present book.
Many of the needed materials—especially for foreign countries
—were not in shape for use, and the subject of business-cycle
differences required systematic investigations yet to be under-
taken. As it stands, Mitchell's report barely covers the first
three of the seven parts he had planned. Part I sets out his aims,
methods, and materials. Part II deals with the great variety of
cyclical movements characteristic of individual economic ac-

See the list of publications on business cycles at the end of this volume.

For a fuller account, see "Wesley Mitchell and the National Bureau", in the
Bureau's Twenty-Ninth Annual Report.
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tivities. Part III, not fully completed, shows how the cyclical
movements of different parts of the American economy fit
together into business cycles, and paves the way for analyzing
the processes of expansion, recession, contraction, and revival,
to which the last four parts were to be devoted.

Thus the book is a 'progress report', both in the sense in
which Mitchell intended the phrase and in the poignant sense
forced by his death. Yet no existing publication elucidates so
fully or so authoritatively what happens during business cycles
as Mitchell's fragment. The accent of the book is on character-
istic behavior, formalized in the concept of a 'typical cycle'.
"The only normal condition" of business, as Mitchell once ex-
pressed it, "is a state of change";7 but some states of change are
'normal' and others 'abnormal', and Mitchell's 'typical cycle'
is designed to take account of such differences. Hence, this
concept is similar in some respects to the classicists' 'normal'.
The role of each is to segregate the effects of complex causes:
both are devices of abstraction: both are tools for analyzing
new, concrete situations. Mitchell was keenly concerned about
the wide variations among the business cycles of experience
and eager to press investigations of them. But he deemed it
essential, as a first step, to lay bare the typical characteristics
of the alternating waves of prosperity and depression that have
swept the economic world in modem times. In this emphasis
he conformed to the usual practice of business-cycle theorists.
He broke with tradition, however, by extracting what is 'typi-
cal' or 'aberrant' from mass observations, and thus substituting
fact and measure, as well as may be, for the impressionistic
judgments that have ruled business-cycle literature.

III

Mitchell begins his survey of what happens during business
cycles by illustrating the varieties of behavior characteristic
of economic activities in the United. States. Some of the figures

Bwines: Cycles: The Problem and Its Setting, p. 376.
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in his introductory chart merely confirm common knowledge.
For example, commodity prices generally rise and fall with the
tides in production; business failures increase during contrac-
tions of aggregate economic activity and diminish during ex-
pansions; the output of durables fluctuates more widely than
the output of perishables; and prices are more stable at retail
than at wholesale. It is less generally known, however, that
crop production moves rather independently of business cycles,
or that production typically fluctuates over a much wider
range than prices, that the liabilities of business failures usually
turn down months before economic recovery becomes general
and turn up months before recession, that both durables and
perishables experience their most vigorous decline well before
the end of contraction, and that retail prices characteristically
move later as well as less than wholesale prices.

Students who will take the trouble to ponder these facts are
not likely to leave Mitchell's chart quickly. They will notice
that orders for investment goods tend to lead the tides in
aggregate activity, that private construction is more closely re-
lated to business cycles than public construction, that call
money rates or even commercial paper rates greatly overstate
the fluctuations in the rates of interest at which bank customers
ordinarily borrow, that interest rates in New York tend to
move before and more widely than in the interior, that the
number of business failures lags behind the liabilities, that bond
prices tend to lead stock prices which themselves lead the
turns in aggregate activity, that bank deposits appear to be
comparatively steady during depressions, that imports con-
form closely to business cycles while exports do not, that
grocery sales fail to show the regular response to business
cycles characteristic of retail trade at large, etc. And if the
reader looks beyond the large processes that have dominated
theoretical literature, he will see how peculiar the cyclical be-
havior of smaller sectors of activity can be. For example, cattle
slaughter tends to move with the tides in aggregate activity
while hog slaughter moves inversely; the• dollar volume of
residential construction contracts fluctuates less, not more, than
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the physical volume; cotton stocks held at mills run parallel
with mill production, while stocks in public storage move in-
versely.

Thus business cycles are complex phenomena—far more so
than has been commonly supposed. The sales of a large firm
may be dominated by the tides in aggregate activity; the for-
tunes of a small firm are rather at the mercy of personal factors
and conditions peculiar to the trade or locality. Some activities,
like local transit or net gold movements between the United
States and Great Britain, are apparently free from cyclical
fluctuations. Others, notably farming, undergo cyclical move-
ments, but they have little or no relation in time to business
cycles. And these irregular responses, passed over lightly by
theoretical writers, accord with reason:
We cannot expect any activity to respond regularly to business cycles
unless it is subject to man's control within the periods occupied by
cyclical phases, and unless this control is swayed, consciously or not,
by short-period economic considerations. The domination of harvests
by weather, the 'migratory property' of petroleum underground, the
mixed motives of governments in undertaking construction work, the
long-range planning that weighs with many men in a position to set
'administered prices', the time-consuming negotiations that prevent
prompt adjustments of certain other prices and many wage rates, the
existence of long-term contracts, the years required to complete some
large undertakings—these are concrete examples of the multifarious
obstacles that interfere with prompt and regular response to the
cyclical tides (p. 95).

The processes that fail to bear the imprint of business cycles
are nevertheless a minority. Almost nine-tenths of Mitchell's
basic sample of approximately 800 time series fluctuate in sym-
pathy with the tides in aggregate activity, but the movements
of this imposing majority are far from uniform. Between the
cyclical recalcitrants like farming and the cyclical regulars like
factory employment, there is a continuous gradation. Coal and
iron production conform more closely to the tides in aggregate
activity than the production of textiles or gasoline. The prices
of industrial commodities do not conform as well as their pro-
duction, while the opposite relation rules in farming. Employ-
ment conforms better than wage rates, bank loans than invest-
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ments, open-market interest rates than customer rates, stock
prices than bond prices, etc. Some conforming processes move
early in the cyclical procession; for example, orders for invest-
ment goods. Others, like interest rates, are laggards.

Of course, most processes respond to the tides in aggregate
activity by rising during expansions and declining during con-
tractions, though they may do so with a lead or lag. But busi-
ness cycles also generate countercyclical movements:

Brisk business increases the domestic demand for textile goods and so
diminishes the exports of raw cotton; it increases the sale of fresh
milk and so restricts the production of butter; it increases the volume
of coin and paper money held by the public and stimulates borrowing
from the banks, thereby enlarging demand liabilities and tending to
impair reserve ratios; it leads department stores to carry larger stocks
of merchandise and lowers the piles of iron ore at blast furnaces; it
activates share transactions on stock exchanges and discourages trans-
actions in bonds. The declines in this list, and many others, are as
characteristic a feature of business cycles as the advances (p. 66).

However, the processes that run counter to business cycles
do so, by and large, with less regularity than those that re-
spond positively. An expansion of money incomes stimulates
a general increase in buying, and this influence may obscure
the concomitant impulse to shift demand away from inferior
articles to goods of higher quality. As it turns out, purchases of
staples such as pork, flour, coffee, and potatoes frequently de-
cline during expansion, but their inverted response is less regu-
lar than the positive response of more costly articles.
In general, influences that tend to repress an activity in expansion
encounter more opposition than influences favoring an increase, and
when repressing influences win out, their victories are less regular
from cycle to cycle than the victories won by influences that push
forward. Mutatis mutandis, the like holds true in contraction (p. 96).

Large as are the variations in the cyclical timing of economic
processes, the differences in amplitude of fluctuation are more
impressive still. In high grade bond yields, for example, the
cyclical wanderings are confined to a narrow range; the total
rise and fall is typically only about 10 percent of their average
value during a business cycle. The amplitude of the overall
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index of wholesale prices, excluding war episodes, is nearly
twice as large; the amplitude of factory employment four or
five times as large, of private construction contracts over ten
times and of machine tool orders over twenty times as large.
On the other hand, stocks of industrial equipment are remark-
ably steady, expanding usually during contractions as well as
expansions of business cycles. The proportions among eco-
nomic quantities keep changing so systematically over a busi-
ness cycle that the
very essence of the phenomenon is omitted unless the chart of business
cycles contains numerous lines that indicate the wide differences
among the rates at which, and also some of the differences in the
times at which, various elements in the economy expand and contract.
For, unless these divergencies in cyclical behavior are pictured by fit
symbols, we have no suggestion of the basic business-cycle problem:
how an economic system of interrelated parts develops internal stresses
during expansions, stresses that bring on recessions, and how the
uneven contractions of its varied parts pave the way for revivals
(p. 295).

Iv
So much for the varieties of cyclical behavior that come to the
surface once the lid is lifted from aggregate activity. What
sort of whole do the parts make up? When the individual
pieces are put together it appears that every month some activi-
ties reach cyclical peaks and others decline to their troughs; so
that expansion and contraction run side by side all the time.
But the peaks tend to come in bunches and likewise the troughs.
Hence, when troughs gain on the peaks, expansions grow more
numerous and in time dominate the economy. Their supremacy
is short lived, however, and gradually gives way to the en-
croachments of contraction. The business cycle of experience
is the alternating succession of these sustained majorities—first
of individual expansions, next of contractions, then of expan-
sions once again, and so on.
Business cycles Consist flOt only of roughly synchronous expansions
in many activities, followed by roughly synchronous contractions in
a slightly smaller number; they consist also of numerous contractions
while expansion is dominant, and numerous expansions while contrac-
tion is dominant (P. 79).
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According as the expansions or contractions of individual ac-
tivities dominate, the aggregate activity of the economy surges
forward or recedes. And when economic crosscurrents are at
or near their maximum, the direction of aggregate activity is
reversed: it begins to rise if it has been falling, or to fall if it
has been rising.

The turmoil that goes on within the cycles in aggregate ac-
tivity has a systematic core. A highly simplified picture of the
system is afforded by the accompanying table, which conden-
ses Mitchell's analysis of "comprehensive series" in Chapter 10.
The table shows directions of movement during a typical busi-
ness cycle—here divided into eight segments, four each for
expansion and contraction. Of course, each segment includes
several months, and the table is therefore insensitive to minor
differences in timing, such as the short lag in income payments.
Further, it hides many crosscurrents that would appear in less
comprehensive series, and omits certain business factors of
which we should take account—especially wage rates, inven-
tories, banking, and governmental finance. But with all its
faults, the table gives an effective glimpse of the typical round
of developments that constitute a business cycle.8

Let us then take our stand at the bottom of a depression and
watch events as they unfold. Production characteristically rises
in the first segment of expansion; so does employment 'and
money income; and so do commodity prices, imports, domestic
trade, security transactions. Indeed, every series moves upward
except bond yields and bankruptcies. In the second stage the
broad advance continues, though it is checked at one point—
the bond market where trading begins to decline. Bond prices
join bond sales in the next stage; in other words, long-term
interest rates—which fell during the first half of expansion—
begin to rise. In the final stretch of expansion, declines become
fairly general in the financial sector. Share trading and stock

This and the three following paragraphs are adapted from the National
Bureau's Thirtieth Annual Report.
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prices move downward; the liabilities of business failures,
which hitherto have been receding, move up again; security
issues and construction contracts drop; the turnover of bank
deposits slackens; and bank debits in New York City, though
not as yet in the interior, become smaller.

These adverse developments soon engulf the economic sys-
tem as a whole, and the next stage of the business cycle is the
first stage of contraction. Production, employment, commodity
prices, personal incomes, business profits—indeed, practically
every process represented in the table declines. Of course, the
liabilities of business failures continue to rise, which merely
attests the sweep of depression. Long-term interest rates also
maintain their rise. But in the next stage the downward drift
of bond prices ceases; that is, the rise in long-term interest rates
is arrested. By the middle of contraction, bond sales join the
upward movement of bond prices. More important still, the
liabilities of business failures begin declining, which signifies
that the liquidation of distressed business firms has passed its
worst phase. These favorable developments are reinforced in
the following stage. Share trading and prices revive; business
incorporations, security issues, and construction contracts
move upward; money begins to turn over more rapidly; even
total money payments expand. Before long the expansion
spreads to production, employment, prices, money incomes,
and domestic trade. But this is already the initial stage of gen-
eral expansion—the point at which our hurried trip around the
business cycle started.

Of course, this recital delineates characteristic movements
during business cycles, not invariant sequences. That the de-
scription fits imperfectly individual business cycles is apparent
from the conformity percentages in the table. Yet these per-
centages also suggest that the deviations from type are not so
numerous as to destroy the value of a generalized sketch. And
if this much is accepted, an important conclusion immediately
follows, notwithstanding the omissions of the table; namely,
that the check to the dominant movement of business activity,
whether it be expansion or contraction, is typically felt espe-
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cially early in financial processes and activities preparatory to
investment expenditure.

The contraction phase of business cycles is not, however, the
precise counterpart of expansion. This is clear from the table
and becomes clearer still when numerical values are attached to
its signs and intervals. The arrays of individual turning points
at business-cycle troughs "are more dispersed and skewed
toward leads" than are the arrays at peaks. Expansions of aggre-
gate activity average longer than contractions. They are also
more vigorous, so that the trough from which a given expan-
sion starts is ordinarily above the level from which the preced-
ing expansion started. In the first segment of expansion the rate
of improvement "is more rapid than at any other stage of the
cycle". A "sharp and general retardation" of the advance oc-
curs in the next segment. In the third, while "reacceleration is
the rule", the advance "does not regain the speed" it had at the
beginning of expansion. In the final stage of expansion "the
business tide . . . becomes fuller of eddies". Contractions fol-
low a different pattern. "The fall accelerates somewhat in the
second segment of contraction, whereas the rise is much re-
tarded in the second segment of expansion." The next stage
"brings a moderate retardation" of the decline, whereas it
"brought a moderate reacceleration" of the advance. The clos-
ing stages of expansion and contraction are similar "in that the
rate of change becomes slower; but this retardation is much
more marked at the end of contraction than at the end of ex-
pansion".9
Thus the notions often suggested by the picturesque phrasing beloved
of writers upon 'booms and busts'—that prosperity grows at a dizzier
pace the longer it lasts, and that slumps gather momentum as they
proceed—are wrong if our measures are right. Scarcely less misleading
are the implications of the mathematical constructions often used to
represent business cycles. A set of straight lines sloping upward to
represent expansion, connected at a sharp peak with downward sloping
straight lines to represent contraction, misrepresents the facts. .

Sine curves are not less objectionable. . . . What our observations
suggest is that the shapes of business cycles are phenomena sui generis
(p. 300).

°See pp. 75, 299-305.
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These, then, are some of the broad results that emerge from
Mitchell's examination of the cyclical process of the American
economy. The full range of the book, its suggestions for fur-
ther research, and its exemplary scientific care await the reader.
Economists anxious to wield a simple formula of the causes of
business cycles or the means of controlling them will not find
Mitchell's fragment to their liking. Those willing to take con-
clusions on faith may chafe at its patient elaboration of evi-
dence. But men who seek so earnestly to understand how our
economic organization works that they insist on judging evi-
dence for themselves are more likely to lament that too much
detail has been suppressed. Scholars will respect Mitchell's
pronouncement that his report on findings, after many years
of research, is "ill proportioned, tentative, and subject to
change as the investigation proceeds" (p.5).

This book is not easy and everyone will save time by a care-
ful reading of Part I which, besides outlining aims and meth-
ods, provides the modicum of technical vocabulary required
for comprehending what follows. Economic theorists are
likely to find especially suggestive Chapter 7, which sets out
the facts and inquires into the causes of the changing propor-
tions among economic quantities in the course of a business
cycle; also Part III, which centers on the consensus of fluctua-
tions in leading sectors of the economy. Chapter 8 is a useful
reminder to all that, despite their persistent traits, business
cycles are changing phenomena; and that just as each new
member of a group has traits of his own, which cannot be in-
ferred from knowledge of the 'average man', so each business
situation must be judged in the light of its own circumstances
as well as according to historical patterns. The bulk of this
chapter is devoted to technical problems in the decomposition
of time series, and only specialists will want to study it fully.
Readers pressed for time might move lightly through Chapters
5 and 6 also, except for the closing sections which will repay
careful reading.
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The modern theory of employment, which for a time pushed
aside both value and business-cycle theory, is now slowly being
fitted into older economic knowledge. The younger econo-
mists are rediscovering that cost-price relations play a signifi-
cant role in shaping the national income and its movements,
that the 'consumption function' itself moves cyclically, that
investment is not an autonomous variable, that price inflation
does not wait for full employment, and that both investment
and consumption are heterogeneous aggregates that cannot
be understood without separate analysis of their parts. If our
harassed generation can win the opportunity to pursue the
arts of peace, the fruit and example of Mitchell's work will
have their quiet but decisive part over the years in bringing the
theory of fluctuations into ever closer contact with the ebb
and flow of experience.

Arthur F. Bums
August 1950
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